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Abstract 

This study investigated effects of divided attention on the temporal processes of perception.  

During continuous watch periods, observers responded to sudden changes in the color or 

direction of any one of a set of moving objects.  The set size of moving objects was a primary 

variable.  A simple detection task required responses to any display change, and a selective task 

required responses to a subset of the changes.  Detection rates at successive points in time 

were measured by response time (RT) hazard functions.   

The principal finding was that increasing the set size divided the detection rates — and these 

divisive effects were essentially constant over time and over the time-varying influence of the 

target signals and response tasks.  The set size, visual target signal, and response task exerted 

mutually invariant influence on detection rates at given times, indicating independent joint 

contributions of parallel component processes.  The lawful structure of these effects was 

measured by RT hazard functions but not by RTs as such.  The results generalized the time-

invariant divisive effects of set size on visual process rates found by Lappin, Morse, & Seiffert 

(2016).  These findings suggest that the rate of visual perception has a limiting channel capacity.  
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Introduction 

 We know less than meets the eye.  Visual processes convert variations in optical energy into 

information, but potential information is often not consciously perceived.  When attention is 

distributed over multiple objects and events, recognition of any given object or event becomes 

slower and less accurate.  This study examined how distributed attention affected temporal 

processes for detecting a target change in any one of several moving objects.   

Objects and events that are entirely visible, centered in the field of view, and seemingly salient 

are surprisingly vulnerable to the limitations of conscious perceptual awareness.1  Indeed, 

failures of perceptual awareness are more common than we realize (Levin, Momen, & Drivdal, 

2000). These failures have been documented in many different everyday settings (e.g., Chabris 

& Simons, 2009; Drew, Vo, & Wolfe, 2013; Varakin, Levin, & Fidler, 2004; Wolfe, Soce, & Schill, 

2017; Young & Regan, 2007).  The limitations of awareness are also well documented in 

controlled experiments (e.g., Cohen, Cavanagh, Chun, & Nakayama, 2012; Dux & Marois, 2009; 

Eckstein, Koehler, Welbourne, & Akbas, 2017; Eriksen & Johnson, 1964; Kennedy, Rawding, 

Most, & Hoffman, 2014; Lappin, Morse, & Seiffert, 2016; Mack, 2003; Most, Chun, Widders, & 

Zald, 2005; Simons & Chabris, 1999).  Failures of awareness are also recognized as causes of 

accidents in auto traffic (Pammer, Sabadas, & Lentern, 2018; Strayer, Drews, & Johnston, 2003) 

and in military scenarios (Air Combat Command, 2009).  These phenomena have inspired 

descriptive labels such as “inattentional blindness,” “change blindness,” “attentional blink,” 

“emotion-induced blindness,” and “distraction”.   

The usual method for evaluating perceptual capacity has been to quantify immediate memory 

for briefly displayed items that are no longer visible when tested.  This “span of apprehension”, 

measured by immediate memory, was once considered a fundamental limiting factor in the 

 
1 Awareness is not a well-defined concept.  Koenderink (2012; 2018, pp. 23-25) offers a comprehensive 
description of visual awareness, showing that the contents of awareness are inherently subjective.  The 
operational definition in the present study was the observer’s detection of a change in an object’s color 
or motion direction.  Response times (RTs) were assumed to reflect the speed of conscious detection.  
The term ‘awareness’ refers here to a state in which one is conscious of and can respond to a particular 
object, event, or pattern.  The processes by which one becomes aware of particular information are 
unknown but include sensory, attentional, perceptual, and cognitive processes. 
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real-time process of perception.  Wundt (1894) described the basic result: “. . . four, and 

sometimes even five disconnected impressions (letters, numerals, or lines of different 

direction) may be distinctly perceived. [p. 243].”  Perhaps, however, this limited span derives 

more from memory than from real-time perception and attention.  Essentially the same 

phenomena are often now attributed to “visual working memory” (VWM). 

A vast literature has found that VWM capacity limits of about 3-5 independent objects are (a) 

robust over many different types of objects and response methods, (b) minimally affected by 

the number of dimensions of each object, (c) selectable from larger sets of displayed objects, 

and (d) potentially composed of meaningful patterns, words, or “chunks” (e.g., Averbach & 

Coriell, 1961; Eriksen & Lappin, 1967; Fougnie & Marois, 2006; Lappin, 1967; Lappin & Ellis, 

1970; Luck & Vogel, 1997, 2013; Miller, 1956; Pratte, Park, Rademaker, & Tong, 2016; Sperling, 

1960; Vogel, Woodman & Luck, 2006; Woodworth & Schlossberg, 1954; Zhang & Luck, 2011).  

An important question, however, is whether this limitation involves only memory for previous 

observations.  Is perceptual capacity also limited prior to working memory? 

One hypothesis is that “pre-attentive” vision operates in parallel with unlimited capacity.  

Capacity limits are often thought to occur at a second stage of selective attention (e.g., Palmer 

et al., 2011; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989).  Research on failures of 

awareness, cited above, challenges this hypothesis — suggesting instead that perceptual 

awareness is competitive and selective from the beginning.  As will be seen, the present results 

also suggest that the whole perceptual process may operate with limited capacity from sensory 

input to behavioral output, with no distinct bottleneck in selective attention.  How such 

capacity limitations of perception blend into those of working memory is not clear, though 

target detections in the present study were evidently governed mainly by perception at the 

moment of target occurrence and not by memory of the input information. 

A basic problem in evaluating perceptual capacity is that the input information is not objectively 

quantifiable.  Optical input varies with the observer’s vantage point; and visual information 

entails spatial, temporal, and environmental contexts and relevance to the observer’s actions, 
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purposes, knowledge, and comprehension.2  Input information may be experimentally 

quantified by constructing patterns from independently varied components.  Such information, 

however, derives from an experimenter’s assumptions and choices about the elements of 

information, rather than from empirical evidence about the effective visual complexity of the 

stimulus patterns.  In the present study, the visual complexity of displayed information was not 

known beforehand, except for the qualitative assumption that complexity increased with the 

set size of potential target objects.  

This study and a closely related preceding study (Lappin et al., 2016) measured the rate of 

output information.  If the output rate approaches a maximum that is invariant with the 

amount of input, then that maximum rate may be regarded as a hypothetical limiting ‘channel 

capacity’.3   

The present study investigated three interrelated basic issues:  How do capacity limitations of 

conscious perception influence temporal processes of perception?  Is the capacity of visual 

perception a limited span of objects or a limited rate of operation?  How does perceptual 

awareness interact with visual processes?  Potential hypotheses about these issues will be 

examined in relation to the obtained results.  

Previously, we found that a single capacity parameter (~25 bits/s) was consistent with a wide 

range of performance — over wide variations in distributed attention, visual motion 

information, and response time (RT) (Lappin et al., 2016).  Moreover, the channel capacity of 

 
2  ‘Information’ was also not an objective quantity in Shannon’s (1948) mathematical theory.  Shannon 
quantified transmitted information relative to the receiver’s prior uncertainty about the potential 
signals, which were known to both sender and receiver prior to communication.   

3 The concept of ‘capacity’ refers in this paper to a hypothesized ‘channel capacity’, measured by target 
detection rates, in bits/s.  The present use is analogous to Shannon’s (1948) concept of channel capacity.  
The present concept of ‘capacity’ should not be confused with a different definition and measure of 
capacity developed by James Townsend & colleagues (e.g., Townsend & Eidels, 2011 ).  Townsend’s 
measure is a ratio of cumulative hazard functions — the hazard function for detecting two concurrent 
targets (OR or AND tasks) relative to the prediction for two independent parallel channels, estimated 
from the hazard functions for the individual targets.  The present approach and Townsend’s are 
compatible, but, unfortunately, the term ‘capacity’ refers to different concepts in the two 
methodologies.  
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attention and the process of visual motion integration had concurrent independent influence 

on the rate of detection at any given time.  Thus, detection rates, b’(t), in bits/s, were well 

described as products of these two processes specified by four parameters:  

b’(t) = M(t) • A-1(n) • C     (1) 

where C   25 bits/s was the channel capacity; A(n) = n = the number of visually attended 

objects; and visual motion integration increased proportionally with time over a limited period 

of integration, M(t) = (t – c)/(k – c) if c ≤ t ≤ k, M(t) = 0 if t < c, and M(t) = 1.0 if t > k, where c   

0.400 s and k   0.850 s specified the start and end of motion integration.  This equation is 

dimensionally balanced, not a regression equation.  Data consistent with this equation are 

shown below in Figure 6(e). 

Both the present and previous studies sought to determine how increases in size of the 

attentional field influence temporal processes for detecting visible target changes in dynamic 

displays.  A main independent variable was the set size of attentionally relevant moving 

objects.5  Both studies measured detection rates by hazard functions.6   

Two significant modifications of the present study involved the target signals and the response 

task.  Target signals in the present study were sudden changes in object color or motion 

direction — temporally very different from the linearly increasing target motions of Lappin et 

al. (2016).  Both subjectively and as described by the data, these momentary signals were very 

visible when they occurred but hardly noticeable afterward.  A basic question was how these 

momentary signals might affect the temporal processes of detection.  Another methodological 

modification was a comparison of two different response tasks.  One task required a Simple 

response to any target change, and the other required Selective responses to only half of the 

display changes, which, not surprisingly, slowed the detection responses.  Thus, the present 

study investigated the influence of both stimulus and response factors on temporal processes 

 
5 Variations in set size certainly involved variations in both number of objects and spatial complexity.  
This study does not distinguish these two factors. 

6 RT distributions and hazard functions were all defined by the physical times after the target signal 
change until a response — including trials with no response, when targets were undetected.  Analyses 
were based on the survival functions, S(t) = 1 – F(t) = relative frequency of non-detection by time t.  
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of target detection.  The general question was how these processes may be affected by 

distributed attention and limitations of perceptual capacity. 

Approaches to perceptual capacity  

 Perceptual capacity has been measured by several methods, involving different paradigms, 

assumptions, and terms.  Two such methods are the following.  

 Applications of Shannon’s Fundamental Theorem:  Shannon (1948) established an upper 

bound on the rate at which any given channel can transmit information.  The maximum rate of 

information transmission is a physical limit given by the channel’s maximum rate of entropy.  

Because the brain is a physical system, its transmission rates might also be capacity-limited.  

Applications of Shannon’s theory to human performance led to a new way of representing 

sensory input, perceptual processes, and behavioral output.  Experiments typically varied the 

numbers of stimulus and response alternatives, and measured transmitted information by the 

correlation between stimulus input and response output selections.  Estimates of channel 

capacity were based on identification accuracy, not speed.  Miller (1956) and Garner (1962) 

summarized the results of many such experiments, and found consistent averages around 2.5 

bits for variations in a single dimension.  Identifications of multi-dimensional everyday objects, 

however, have not seemed limited by a simple channel capacity.  When Hyman (1953) applied 

Shannon’s information measure to stimulus identification speeds, he found that three types of 

uncertainty — number of alternatives, relative probability, sequential dependency — had 

essentially equal effects.  Mean RTs for 24 conditions correlated with uncertainty:  r2 = 0.92, 

slope = 174 ms/bit (5.75 bits/s).  Nevertheless, Shannon’s fundamental theorem has been 

tested with only a few methods. 

 Multiple object tracking (MOT):  Pylyshyn and Storm (1988) had observers track designated 

targets within 10 identical randomly moving objects, responding rapidly to the test flash of a 

target while not responding to flashes of distractors.  The authors concluded that observers 

were able to track up to 5 moving objects.  Mean RTs (~635-715 ms) and detection misses (~2-

14%) both increased, however, with the number (1-5) of targets.  Subsequent studies of MOT 

(e.g., Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007; Cavanagh & Alvarez, 2005; Fehd & Seiffert, 2010; Franconeri, 
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Jonathan, & Scimeca, 2010; Pylyshyn, 2004; Tombu & Seiffert, 2008; Tran & Hoffman, 2016) 

have tested target detections after the object motions stop.  Results are usually similar to those 

for VWM: few errors for one to three targets, frequent errors for four targets, and few correct 

identifications of five targets.  This nonlinear effect of the MOT set size on identification 

accuracy may differ qualitatively from roughly linear effects on speed and accuracy found by 

Pylyshyn & Storm’s (1988) test-flash method.  MOT demonstrates clear perceptual capacity 

limits, but differences in capacity limits measured by MOT, VWM, RTs, and applications of 

Shannon’s theorem have not been clarified. 

Measuring perceptual capacity with hazard functions 

 Visual detection rates and capacity limits may be quantified by hazard functions, as in our 

previous study (Lappin et al., 2016).  Extensive research by Townsend and colleagues (e.g., 

Altieri, Stevenson, Wallace, & Wenger, 2015; Townsend, 1990a; Townsend & Altieri, 2012; 

Townsend & Ashby, 1978; Townsend & Eidels, 2011; Townsend & Nozawa, 1995) has 

demonstrated the value of hazard function measures.  In effect, RTs may be treated as an 

external factor, as system observation times.  Coupled with factorial combinations of 

independent variables, hazard functions describe process characteristics not revealed by 

conventional RT measures (e.g., Little, Fific, & Yang, 2017; Luce, 1986; Townsend, 1990b).  

Three functions pertinent to the present application are (a) the survivor function, S(t); (b) the 

cumulative hazard function, B(t); and (c) the hazard rates, b(t) and b’(t).  The response 

probabilities in these functions are defined on all target occurrences, including both missed 

detections and correct detection RTs.  These functions are defined as follows: 

  (a)     S(t) = 1 – F(t), where F(t) = pr(RT ≤ t). 

The survivor function is the relative proportion of targets not yet detected by response time t 

— i.e., the complement of F(t), the cumulative distribution function of RTs.   

  (b)     B(t) = –log2 S(t).  

The cumulative hazard function, B(t), measures the cumulative work — detection progress — 

up to time t.  The conventional notation is H(t) = –ln S(t).  In place of this notation and scale in 

natural loge, we have chosen to scale these functions by log2 — simply because this offers 
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convenient terminology.  Thus, B(t) = H(t) / loge(2), which affects only the scale but not the 

meanings of the hazard functions and equations.  Units of the cumulative function, B(t), are in 

bits — where B(t) = 1.0 designates the median RT, and each 1-bit increase reduces the survivors 

by 1/2.   

The derivative function, b(t), measures the rate of change in the cumulative function B(t), with 

units in bits/s.  For continuous distributions, this “detection rate” (hazard rate, or “intensity 

function”) is defined as the probability density at time t conditioned on the survivors at that 

time, 

  (c)   b(t)  =  limt→0 [B(t+t) – B(t)] /t  =  [f(t) / S(t)] / loge(2) 

In practice, with discrete response frequencies, the detection rate functions may be estimated 

by discrete approximations of the local slopes of the cumulative functions: 

  (d)    b’(t) = [B(t+t) – B(t)] / t, 

where t may be an ephemeral variable determined by the times at which the survivor 

functions reach specified values.  Here, detection rate functions were described at t intervals 

corresponding to overlapping 20-percentile windows of the RT distribution — where S(t) = 95-

75%, 90-70%, . . . , 25-5%.  Note that this formula quantifies the detection rate in the time 

interval t immediately following time t, whereas the cumulative function, B(t), is based on RTs 

≤ t.  These running windows were found to yield effective estimates of the detection rates that 

balanced a tradeoff between temporal resolution and smoothness of the functions.  Descriptive 

analyses of these detection rate functions in the present study were applied to the pooled RT 

distribution of all five participants within each of four different conditions (four combinations of 

two visual signals x two response tasks), treating the RTs as if produced by a single individual.  

Illustrations and further comments about these measures are given in the Results section. 

The present experiment used these hazard functions to evaluate temporal processes in a task 

similar to Pylyshyn & Storm’s (1988) test-flash method for studying MOT.  The visual displays 

were analogous to those used by air traffic control or military surveillance systems.  The 

present hazard functions described temporal processes for visual signals and response choices 

that were qualitatively different from those in our previous study (Lappin et al., 2016).  The 
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results extended and validated this method for quantifying perceptual capacity limits.  

Method 

 Participants:  Adult volunteers were recruited from the undergraduate students at 

Vanderbilt University.  Eight paid volunteers (5 females) were fully informed and practiced in 

the procedures, tasks, and performance objectives (fast and accurate), but were otherwise 

naïve to the purposes of the study and expected results.  All participants were tested under 

Human Research Protections of Vanderbilt University and in compliance with the Belmont 

Report.  Data were not analyzed for two potential participants — one of whom could not return 

after the first two sessions, and the other failed to perform with sufficient accuracy in the 

easiest conditions.  Data from the other six were analyzed individually.  The reported results do 

not include data for one of these six because (a) his performance was consistently slower, less 

accurate, and obscured by floor effects; (b) his testing was compromised by a two-week 

absence during the experiment; and (c) he provided less data than the other participants.  

 Visual information displays:  Red, green, and white square objects that symbolized planes 

moved over a map including a stationary ship-like icon centered in a 27-degree display.  Figure 

1 shows a stationary image of the display.  A principal independent variable was the Set Size of 

simultaneously visible moving objects — either 1, 2, 4, or 6 objects.  Objects were either 0.66 or 

1.07 degrees in width.  All objects moved at a constant velocity in straight lines, moving into the 

display and later disappearing at the edge of the circle.  The origins and destinations of these 

“flight paths” were randomly distributed around the 12 cardinal “clock-face” positions at the 

periphery of the circular region, as described in the caption of Figure 1.  The direction of every 

object was also indicated with a small bar (1.25 degrees) stemming from the center of the 

object.  The sizes and directions of the moving objects were all randomly assigned within each 

display.   Three different object colors — red, green, and white — were equally likely within 

each display.  Instructions to the participants described these three colors as differences in 

“threat” to the central ship — red = “foe”, green = “friend”, and white = “unknown”.   
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INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 

 Figure 1.  A one-frame example of the moving visual displays.  The depicted scene represented a 
“naval air warfare” scenario, in which the moving icons symbolized planes posing potential “threats” to a 
stationary ship-like icon in the center.  During continuous 6-min observation periods, the display 
contained either 1, 2, 4, or 6 moving objects, with that number constant throughout the observation 
period.  These moving objects entered the circular display area from a randomly chosen one of 12 clock-
face positions around the periphery of the circular display area.  They proceeded at a constant velocity 
(1.3 deg/s) toward one of six alternative destinations at clock-face positions, three to each side of the 
starting position of the flight path, ±30°, 45°, or 60° from the tangent at the start position.  (E.g., if the 
start position was at 12 o’clock, then the potential destinations were at 10, 9, 8, 2, 3, and 4 o’clock, with 
equal probability.)  The object disappeared when it reached its destination, and was immediately replaced 
by another object appearing with equal likelihood at one of the other 11 start positions.  Two 
simultaneously visible objects never had the same flight path.  Perception of motion direction was aided 
by the orientation of a short line attached to each object to specify its direction of motion.  Three equally 
likely object colors were green, red, and white, representing respectively friend, foe, and unknown.  The 
objects also had one of two equally likely sizes (0.66 or 1.07 deg2).  In pilot studies, with different 
participants, the larger size symbolized lower altitude, but the size was meaningless and irrelevant to the 
task in the present study.     

 Two visual change signals:  The observer’s task was to detect a change in an object’s Color 

or motion Direction.  These two changes were equally likely, but never occurred 

simultaneously.7  A target change was equally likely in any one of the moving objects.  The 

probability of a change was 0.375 within each successive 1.5s interval, yielding an expected 

value of about 15 changes per min.  Changes did not occur in either the outer 0.95 deg (1.3 cm) 

or inner 0.95 deg of the display.  This restriction reduced the number of changes that were 

presented especially for the 1-Object displays, but this variation in probability did not 

discernably affect performance.   

Color changes were equally likely from any color to one of the two alternatives.  Direction 

changes were an abrupt change of approximately 90° from the linear tangential path in the 

outer annular region to a radial direction toward either the ship-like icon at the center or 

 
7 Two pilot studies evaluated potential effects of uncertainty about the dimension (color, size, motion 
direction) of change by comparing conditions with 1, 2, or 3 changeable dimensions.  When we 
compared the effect of this dimensional uncertainty on detecting changes in a given dimension (e.g., 
motion direction), we found only small and inconsistent effects of dimensional uncertainty.  Those 
effects were judged insufficient for further investigation. 
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toward the perimeter.  Motion toward the ship was said to constitute a “threat” and motion 

away from the ship was a “nonthreat”.  

 Simple and Selective response tasks:  Two detection tasks assessed effects of the response 

decision.  For both tasks, participants pressed the keyboard spacebar to report the relevant 

target changes.  The Simple detection task required a response to any change.  The Selective 

task, however, required a response to only half of the changes, only to those corresponding to 

an increase in “threat” to the central ship.  Threat changes were motion direction toward the 

ship but not away from the ship, or a color change from green to red, white to red, or green to 

white, but not red to green, red to white, or white to green.  Response time was the time 

between the display change and the participant’s press of the spacebar.  Because the displays 

and detection task were continuous, there were no separate non-target trials, and no explicit 

response for the absence of a target change.  Responses immediately following a target change 

by more than 200 ms and less than 3 s were coded as correct detections and responses that did 

not follow a target change were coded as false alarms.  Responses to non-target changes in the 

Selective task were coded as incorrect responses.  Target changes that did not elicit a response 

within 3 s were coded as misses.  (RTs beyond 3 s were less than 0.2%.) 

 Procedure:  Participants were tested individually in a small testing room in a Psychology 

Department laboratory at Vanderbilt University.  Experiments were controlled by Apple Mac 

mini computers with 2.5Ghz Intel Core equipped with DELL E1909W monitors at 1440X900 

resolution and 60Hz.  Viewing distance was 43 cm, unconstrained.  Testing software was 

custom made by engineers at Vanderbilt University’s Institute for Software Integrated Systems.  

(Details of the software are available by request from the first author.)  Prior to data collection, 

all participants practiced the experimental tasks to an apparent asymptotic level, during one or 

two practice sessions.  Each testing session was one hour, and included 6 or 7 blocks of 6 min 

duration.  Different participants completed different numbers of blocks and sessions dependent 

on scheduling limitations.  All trials within a block tested a single set size, either 1, 2, 4, or 6 

objects, and a single task, Simple or Selective.  Within a block, Color and Direction changes 

occurred randomly.  Blocks of all Set Sizes were counter-balanced and then repeated. Half the 
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participants completed the Simple task first, while the other half completed the Selective task 

first.  More sessions were devoted to the Selective task to compensate for the smaller number 

of responses per block.  Summed over participants, the total trials for each condition ranged 

from 506-925 for Simple detections and from 287-549 for Selective detections, with smaller 

numbers for smaller set sizes. 

Results and Discussion 

 Cumulative hazard functions:  Responses were accumulated into RT distributions separately 

for each participant, task, set size and type of visual change.  Cumulative hazard functions, B(t), 

showing temporal processes and variations between individual participants, are shown in 

Figure 2.  The slopes of these cumulative hazard functions correspond to the time-varying rates 

of target detections, in bits/s.  Differences in target detections in different conditions are 

readily apparent.  These cumulative hazard functions were generally consistent among the 

individual observers, although larger differences occurred for Color than for Direction changes 

and larger for Selective than for Simple detection responses.   

INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE 

 Figure 2.  Cumulative hazard functions for each participant in each condition.  The slopes of these 
functions estimate the hazard rates (bits/s), which measure the rates of information processing at given 
times.  The + symbols in each graph are values for each of the five participants, and the lines connect the 
means.  Low values of B(t) = 0.25 and 0.50 bits designate hit rates of 15.9% and 29.3%; B(t) = 1.0 designates 
the median RT (based on all target presentations, including both hits and misses); and each unit increase 
in B(t) reduces the proportion of undetected survivors by one half — yielding hit rates of 75, 86.7, 93.75, 
96.9, and 98.4% for B(t) = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 bits respectively.  

 Temporal characteristics of visual target detection:  The temporal processes are described 

by the detection rates, b’(t), shown in Figure 3.  These detection rates are discrete estimates of 

the changing local slopes of the cumulative functions in Figure 2 — governed by the time 

intervals between increases in B(t) associated with 5% decreases in survivor rate.  That is, these 

detection rates, b’(t), measure the ‘intensity’ or ‘power’ of target detections at successive 

points in time. 
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 INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE 

 Figure 3.  Detection rate functions for each of the 16 conditions.  These functions were computed 
from a single distribution of the pooled responses of all five participants, treating the combined RT 
distributions as if for a single person.  15 data points in each function were computed for running 20% 
intervals at successive 5% points in the S(t) survival functions — at 95-75%, 90-70%, . . . 25-5%. 

A salient feature of these detection rate functions is their shape — resembling a peak or hill, 

with a clear rise and fall in detection rates over a brief time window of about ¼ s for detecting 

the visual change signals.  The hill-like shape of these detection rate functions was very 

different from the shape of the corresponding functions found by Lappin et al. (2016), as shown 

in Figure 6(e).  Differences in the amplitudes, latency, and spread of these detection rate 

functions may also be seen in comparisons among the four panels of Figure 3.  Differences 

between the functions in panels 3(a) and (b) indicate that color changes were detected sooner 

and were more sharply peaked in time than detections of direction changes.  Differences 

between the functions in the upper and lower panels, involving differences between the Simple 

and Selective tasks, also indicate that the selective responses were slower and less intense 

(lower amplitude) than the simple detection responses.  Analyses below will examine these 

effects of the visual signal and response task.     

 Cumulative target detections at given times:  An important question concerns the combined 

influence of set size, visual signal, and response task on the temporal detection process.  The 

surprising result, shown in Figure 4, was that at given times, especially early in the process 

these three independent variables had approximately independent influence on target 

detections.  Figure 4 evaluates cumulative target detections, B(t), at three specific times 

encompassing the largest variations in detection rates.    
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INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE 

 Figure 4.   Target detection progress at three points in time, as a function of attentional set size for 
two visual signals and two decision tasks.  The ‘Actual’ values connected by solid lines are averages for 
five observers.  The ‘Predicted’ values for set sizes n = 2, 4, & 6, connected by dashed lines, are the 
products of three independent factors plus the total mean at each time — for the effects of set size, Color 
vs Direction signals, and Simple vs Selective responses.  The estimated set size effects were based on the 
slope of a linear correlation with log(n) that was the same at each of these times and predicted the relative 
set size effects for all 36 points.  The effects of the Color vs Direction signals and the Simple vs Selective 
responses, however, changed over time and were estimated independently at each of the three times.  
With a logarithmic scale of the vertical axis, the functions for predicted set size effects are not linear, but 
the 12 functions for set size are all parallel and the four functions at each time are equally spaced. 

Figure 4 also shows the predicted performance values, B(t), for set sizes 2, 4, and 6, where the 

predicted values at each of the three times are the vector products of three independent 

factors plus the total mean — for the effects of set size, Color vs Direction target signals, and 

Simple vs Selective response tasks.  Because the obtained performance for set size 1 clearly did 

not fit the same general relationship as the three larger set sizes, predictions for set size 1 are 

not included in Figure 4.8  The four vector components for the predictions at each time are 

Mean: B(t) = {0.64, 1.26, 1.86} for RTs ≤ {600, 700, 800}; Set Size for n = {2, 4, 6}: {1.38, 0.94, 

0.68} at all three times; Signal {Color, Direction}: {1.40, 0.60} at 600 ms, {1.28, 0.72} at 700 ms, 

and {1.18, 0.82} at 800 ms; Response {Simple, Selective}: {1.62, 0.38} at 600 ms, {1.39, 0.61} at 

700 ms, and {1.27, 0.73} at 800 ms.   

As may be seen, the predicted and actual performance values corresponded closely at 600 and 

700 ms, but significant deviations from the predicted values occurred at 800 ms.  Deviations 

(standard deviations of the binomial distribution of response frequencies, 506-925 trials for 

Simple responses and 287-549 for Selective responses) between predicted and actual values at 

the times 600, 700, & 800, respectively, were RMS (df = 8.67) = ±1.05 (p < 0.298), ±1.43 (p < 

0.153), and ±2.35 (p < 0.019), and the average for all 36 data points was RMS (df = 26) = ±1.70 

(p < 0.089).  The greater deviation of the obtained performance values at 800 ms reflects a 4-

 
8 When the set size 1 predictions were included, deviations between predicted and obtained values 
were statistically significant at all three times.  Differences in performance for set size 1 vs the larger set 
sizes may also be seen in Figures 3 and 5.  Even so, the average correlation between predicted and 
actual performance at all three times when the set size 1 data were included was R2 (df =38) =  0.972. 
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way interaction (time x set size x target signal x response task).  The largest deviations occurred 

for the set size effects in the Selective Color condition and the Simple Direction condition at set 

size 6.  Related evidence of performance variability in the Selective Color condition may also be 

seen in Figures 2, 3 and 6.  Reasons for the greater variability and greater deviations from 

predicted independence in the Selective Color detections are not clear.  In general, however, 

the obtained cumulative hazard functions reflect approximately independent influence of the 

three independent variables in this study.  Interestingly, that independent influence is clearer at 

earlier rather than later response times.  

 Proportional hazard functions and detection rates:  Figure 5 shows temporal variations in 

the relative values of cumulative hazard functions for the main effects of the three independent 

variables in Figure 4.  Panels (c) and (d) in Figure 5 are especially noteworthy, indicating that the 

three hazard functions for Set Sizes 2, 4, and 6 maintained similar proportional values over 

time.  Panel (d) shows effects similar to those in panel (c) but computed on the independent 

detection rates, b’(t), for three successive 100 ms intervals.  The constant proportionality of 

these three hazard functions is remarkable given that the underlying response rates were quite 

different and changing, as seen in Figure 3.  Moreover, the Color and Direction signals yielded 

different detection rates with different temporal characteristics, as seen in Figures 5(a) and (b) 

as well as Figures 3, 4 and 6.  Despite these differences in detection rates for different signals at 

different times, increases in set size produced consistent divisive effects on the detection rates.  

Figures 5(c) and 5(d) also show that the temporal detection process for set size 1 was different 

from that for the larger set sizes.  The earlier rise in detection rate for set size 1 is not 

surprising; the important surprise is that similar temporal differences were not observed for 

increases in set size from 2-6.    Analyses and interpretations of these proportional detection 

rates continue below, graphically and statistically.    
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INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE 

 Figure 5:  Relative hazard functions for the main effects in Figure 4.  Panels (a) and (b) show the 
relative main effects for Color vs Direction targets and Simple vs Selective responses as functions of 
time.  Each cumulative hazard value, B(t), was averaged over the other variables and that 
average B(t) value was then scaled relative to the average for the two conditions in each panel.  The 
relative values at each time sum to 2.0.  Panel (c) shows the relative main effects for Set Size, scaled 
relative to the average for set sizes 2, 4, & 6.  The relative values for Set Sizes 2, 4, & 6 at each response 
time sum to 3.0.  Panel (d) shows the average relative detection rates for successive 100 ms intervals: 
b’n(t)/Ave[b’n(t)], where n = {2, 4, 6}, and b’(t) = [B(t+0.1s) – B(t)]/0.1.  These relative detection rates were 
computed individually for each participant in each condition, prior to computing the averages in panel (d).  
Error bars are ±1.0 S.E.M, based on 20 independent values for each data point.  The detection rates at 
these three successive time intervals were independent, unlike the cumulative values in panels (a), (b), 
and (c).  

 Detection rate functions reflect visual and response processes:  Different visual signals 

yielded different detection rate functions, b’(t), differing not only in amplitude but also shape 

and temporal location.  Such effects on the shape and location of these functions may be seen 

in Figure 3, but those effects are more visible when the amplitudes are adjusted to compensate 

for differences due to set size.  Figures 6(a) and (b) show the adjusted functions for Simple 

Color and Direction detections, and 6(c) and (d) show the adjusted functions for Selective Color 

and Direction detections.  The underlying data are the same as in Figure 3, but here the 

amplitudes for set sizes 2, 4, and 6 have been multiplied by factors based on the slope of the 

linear regression of B(t) on log(Set Size), which approximated (R2 = 0.97) the set-size effects for 

all 48 points in Figure 4, including those for set size 1.  Thus, the amplitudes for set sizes 2, 4, 

and 6, have been multiplied, respectively, by 1.35, 2.09, and 3.08.  Effects of these amplitude 

adjustments are more uniform for the Simple response tasks, in panels (a) and (b), than for the 

Selective responses, in panels (c) and (d).  Effects of set size were least consistent for the 

Selective Color, in panel (c), as also seen in Figures 2, 3, and 4.  Variability of the set size effects 

in the Selective response tasks suggests that delayed responses in that Selective response task 

might have involved working memory for the Color changes.  Memory probably had less role in 

detecting Direction changes, as the radial target directions were visible after the change.  

The significant influence of visual signals on detection rates is also seen by comparison with 

data from our previous study (Lappin et al., 2016), in Figure 6(e), where detection rates were 

found to be inversely proportional to set size.  When the detection rates in Experiment 1 of that 
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study were increased in proportion to set size, the resulting adjusted detection rate functions 

were all very similar.  Importantly, the detection rate functions in the previous and present 

studies had very different temporal structures, and these temporal differences are attributable 

to the temporal structures of the optical signals.  Target signals in the present study were 

optically defined at the moment of change, and, for Color changes at least, were indistinct after 

the change.  In contrast, target signals in the previous study were approximately linear 

trajectories differing from a random-motion background, with the target-background 

differences becoming increasingly visible over time.  Accordingly, the detection rate functions in 

panel (e) reflected a visual process of motion integration, unlike the rise and fall of change 

detections in the present study.  

INSERT FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE 

 Figure 6.  Detection hazard rates adjusted to compensate for the divisive effect of the attentional 
field.  This adjustment increases visibility of the similar shapes of the hazard rate functions for different 
set sizes and clarifies the effect of the target signals on the shapes of the detection rate functions.  The 
graphs in panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond to the data in Figure 3, but here the detection rates for 
set sizes 2, 4, and 6 in each graph have been multiplied by 1.35, 2.09, and 3.08, respectively.  (These factors 
were computed from the linear correlation between B(t) and log2(Set Size) that approximated the relative 
set-size effects among the 48 data points in Figure 4.)  The data in panel (e) were replotted from the 
results of Lappin, Morse, & Seiffert (2016), resembling Figure 3B of that study, in which detection rates 
were found to be inversely proportional to set size.  (Similar to the functions in the other four panels, this 
replotted graph specifies adjusted detection rates for overlapping 20% windows at successive 5% intervals 
(from 90-10%) of the survivor function.) 

 Statistical tests of proportional hazard functions.  Tests of the hypothesized temporal 

constancy of relative hazard functions for set sizes 2, 4, and 6 were based on the predicted 

response frequencies corresponding to predicted relative detection rate functions.  Predicted 

detection rates, b’(t), were estimated as if the relative rates for the three set sizes (2, 4, 6) were 

equal for three time intervals (600-700, 700-800, 800-900) — i.e., 3 x 3 data points with five 

parameters (3 time intervals + 2 relative set size factors), df = 4.  These computations were 

done for each of the five participants, though the number of free parameters was reduced by 

using the same two estimated relative set size parameters for all five participants, yielding 17 

parameters (5 observers x 3 time intervals + 2 relative set size factors) for 45 data points, df = 

28.  Predicted hazard rates were converted to response frequencies, and deviations between 
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observed and predicted frequencies were scaled in standard deviation units for the binomial 

distribution:  b =  [Np(1-p)], where N is the number of non-detected survivors at the start of a 

given time interval, and p is the predicted probability of survival in that interval.  These 

deviations between the observed and predicted values were evaluated for each of the five 

participants in each of the four target detection conditions.  These standard deviations are 

summarized in Table 1 by root mean square (RMS) deviations for each participant and each 

condition.  Treating the deviations as normally distributed, confidence intervals were 

approximated by the normal distribution.  (Computational details are described in the 

Supplementary Material section.) 

Table 1 

RMS deviations from predicted temporal constancy — over three successive 100 ms intervals from 600-
900 ms — of relative hazard rates for varied set sizes.  Deviations are scaled relative to the standard 
deviation of the binomial distribution.  For normally distributed deviations, critical values for confidence 
interval widths of 60%, 75%, 90%, and 95% are, respectively, RMS = 0.84, 1.15, 1.64, and 1.96.  An asterisk 
(*) marks values beyond the 90% interval, and two asterisks (**) mark a value beyond the 95% interval.  
(Deviations between obtained and predicted values may be positive or negative, while RMS values are 
equivocally ±.) 

   Participants   

Conditions A B C D E 
RMS 

Average 

Simple 
Color 0.98 1.31 2.16** 0.86 0.94 1.34 

Simple 
Direction 0.91 1.19 1.29 1.32 1.31 1.21 

Selective 
Color 1.70* 0.80 1.56 1.61 1.51 1.49 

Selective 
Direction 1.70* 1.41 1.64* 0.99 1.73* 1.52 

RMS 
Average 

1.37 1.20 1.70* 1.23 1.40 1.39 

 

As may be seen, RMS deviations between predicted and observed detections were comparable 

to those associated with the binomial distribution.  The overall total RMS deviation between 

obtained and predicted detection response frequencies was RMS = ±1.39 SD, p = 0.16 in the 

two-tailed normal distribution.  Most of the 20 deviations were between 1.0 and 2.0 SD.  Six 
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were less than 1 SD, and one was greater than 2 SD; five were outside the 90% confidence 

interval, and one was beyond the 95% interval.  The largest deviation involved ceiling effects for 

the best performing participant in the easiest condition — where the cumulative hit rate at 800 

ms was 97% with only 4 survivors and no responses in the 800-900 ms interval, yielding a 

spurious hazard rate of b’(t) = 0 for the 800-900 ms interval.   

The obtained RMS deviations were slightly larger than expected by the binomial distribution — 

attributable in part to the inherent variability of hazard rates and to a magnifying 

transformation from errors in estimated hazard rates to standard deviations of response 

frequencies, especially as survivor frequencies diminish at high performance levels.  The RMS 

deviations in Table 1 were larger than expected under the null hypothesis, but not so large as to 

confidently reject that hypothesis.   

These results along with those in Figures 5c & 5d are inconsistent, however, with the 

alternative hypothesis that larger set sizes delayed or lengthened the detection processes seen 

in Figures 3 and 6.  If larger set sizes added to the process times for detecting target signals, 

then the set size effects would vary with RT.  Instead, increased set sizes had essentially the 

same divisive effects for faster and slower responses, reducing the rates but not the durations 

of the detection processes.  

 Similar set size effects for different target signals and response tasks.  RMS deviations 

analogous to those in Table 1 were also used to evaluate whether variations in set size produce 

the same proportional hazard rates in different conditions.  Four different conditions involving 

color vs direction target changes and simple vs selective responses produced substantially 

different hazard rates at any given time, as seen in Figures 3, 4, and 5.  The latency and 

temporal spread of the detection rates also differed among these conditions.  Thus, the effects 

of set size might well depend on the visual signals and response decisions. 

We evaluated such interactive effects by computing RMS deviations between obtained and 

predicted numbers of target detections for each set size (2, 4, & 6) and time interval (600-700, 

700-800, & 800-900 ms) in each condition based on the average proportional hazard rates for 
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two given conditions.  The tested hypothesis is that the hazard rates for Set Sizes 2, 4, and 6 

had the same proportions for both conditions and were also constant over time.  Table 2 gives 

the pair-wise deviations for the six pairs of target detection conditions along with the 

deviations within a single condition.   

Between-participant variations in each condition add to the RMS deviations in Table 2 — in the 

single-condition values in the main diagonal and in the pair-wise values above the diagonal.  

Between-participant variability was especially pronounced for the Selective Color detections, 

where all deviations within and between this condition were greater than 2.0 standard 

deviations.  Thus, the pair-wise deviations must be evaluated relative to the variability within 

conditions.  The relevant values are below the main diagonal. 

Table 2 

Pair-wise tests of similarity of proportional hazard rates in three 100-ms intervals for Set Sizes 2, 4, & 6 in 
two conditions with different target signals and response tasks.  Entries in bold above the main diagonal 
are RMS deviations of observed hit rates from predictions based on constant proportional hazard rates in 
the two given conditions and over the three time-intervals.  As in Table 1, the deviations are scaled by the 
standard deviation of the binomial distribution.  Predicted relative hazard rates were the average relative 
values for the two conditions, averaged over the five participants in each condition.  Numbers of non-
detected ‘survivors’ were totaled across the five participants.  Entries in the main diagonal quantify 
deviations from proportional hazard rates within a single condition.  Between-participant variability in 
each condition adds to these RMS deviations, so the pair-wise values should be evaluated relative to the 
single-condition values in the main diagonal.  Underlined bold italicized entries below the main diagonal 
are ratios of the between-condition deviations (above the diagonal) relative to the RMS average 
deviations of the two single-condition deviations.  

 Simple 
Color 

Simple 
Direction 

Selective 
Color 

Selective 
Direction 

Simple 
Color 

1.23 1.37 2.50 1.48 

Simple 
Direction 

1.04 1.39 2.56 1.39 

 Selective 
Color 

1.13 1.13 2.89 2.20 

Selective 
Direction 

1.15 1.01 0.98 1.35 
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Underlined bold italicized values below the diagonal of Table 2 are ratios of the two-condition 

RMS deviations relative to the RMS average of the two single-condition deviations.  As may be 

seen, these ratios averaged only 1.07.  Thus, variations in Set Size produced similar proportional 

hazard rates in different conditions as well as over time.  This statistical evidence reinforces 

that in Figures 4 and 5 for the same conclusion.     

 Detection failures:  Target detections were time-dependent.  The obtained temporal 

processes of target detection were well described by the hazard functions, but missed 

detections add evidence that spreading attention reduces detection of easily visible targets.  

Figure 7 shows the percentages of missed target detections averaged over the five participants 

for each of the 16 conditions.  Responses that occurred more than 3 s after the target 

occurrence were counted as misses.  Very slow responses were ambiguous, because they were 

rare and because another target change was increasingly likely after 3 s.   

INSERT FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE 

 Figure 7.  Average percentages of missed target detections.  Response times greater than 3s were 
counted as misses, but such slow responses were rare.  The error bars specify ± 1 standard deviation of 
the binomial distribution, based on the total trials for all five participants, ranging from 506-925 trials in 
the Simple response condition and 287-549 trials in the Selective condition.  

Detection misses increased substantially with set size, roughly compatible with the effects 

described by hazard functions.  The primary differences between the detection data in Figure 7 

and the RT-based hazard functions in Figure 4 involve the effects of the Color vs Direction 

signals and the Simple vs Selective response tasks.  Both of these variables had much smaller 

and even opposite effects on detection accuracy and the hazard functions.   

The reversal in relative detectability of the Color and Direction signals, as described in Figure 7 

vs Figure 4, probably results from the target motion directions being visibly displayed after the 

abrupt direction change, whereas  color changes were not directly visible after the change, 

distinguished only by memory of the immediately preceding color.  Why this visual advantage 

for the Direction signals was more evident in the Selective task is not clear, but is probably 

related to slower responses in the Selective task.   
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The very different effects of the Selective response task on hazard functions and missed 

detections suggests that while the Selective responses were slower they did not lose 

information about the target signal.  In any case, these two dependent measures probably 

reflect different processes that are differently affected by the size of the attentional field.  

Detection failures probably occurred at the final stages of processes described by hazard 

functions, where VWM may have a larger role.  Important theoretical questions remain to be 

answered about functional relations between the perceptual capacity limitations described by 

the hazard functions and the more memory-dependent detection failures described in Figure 7.  

Are real-time perception and working memory separate serial processes, two temporally 

overlapping processes, or different aspects of the same process?  How does the limited channel 

capacity in the present study interact with the limited span of VWM?  New experiments are 

needed to clarify these basic issues. 

 False alarms in Selective response conditions:  Procedures, training, and instructions were 

designed to minimize incorrect responses to changes defined as nonthreats in the Selective 

condition.  Occasional response errors were inevitable, of course, but were sufficiently 

infrequent relative to the hit rates that they did not alter interpretations of the hazard 

functions.  For Set Sizes 1, 2, 4, and 6 respectively, response rates to nonthreat changes were 

0.072, 0.114, 0.115, and 0.094, with corresponding discrimination measures d = 3.85, 2.97, 

2.70, and 2.39 (d = z(HR) – z(FAR)).   

General Discussion 

 This study sought to determine how increases in size of the attentional field influence 

temporal processes for detecting visible target changes in dynamic displays.  In general, the 

attentional field (set size) was a major determinant of the speed in detecting any given target 

event.  The principal finding was that Increasing the size of the attentional field produced 

consistent reductions in the rates for detecting and responding to visual target signals.  

Detection rates decreased proportionally with log set size — and these reductions in detection 

rates were, to a good approximation, constant over time and over different target signals and 

response conditions.  For that reason, these findings suggest that the rate of visual perception 
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has a limiting channel capacity.  As a result, spreading attention divides the rates of perceptual 

processes.  

 Response time hazard functions:  A critical aspect of the methodology was the use of RT 

hazard functions for measuring the momentary rates and temporal process of visual target 

detection.  Because this method has not been widely used, and because some aspects of the 

method depart from convention, several features should be noted: 

First, the dependent measures of performance were not RTs as such, but instead were derived 

from the changing momentary response rates — i.e., hazard rate functions — which evaluated 

detection performance at given times.  In effect, the RTs were independent observation 

parameters, as times at which detection performance was evaluated.  A subtle but important 

point is that measures of hazard functions and measures of RTs usually yield different 

structures of relative performance for variations in task conditions.  The lawful structure of the 

present results was revealed by hazard functions and not by RTs as such.  Supplementary 

Material below compares RT and hazard function measures of the present results.  It also 

explains why RTs are not always suitable measures of temporal processes, and why they were 

not appropriate for the present results. 

Second, hazard functions are ratio scale measures of relative processing speed — for comparing 

different times in the process for a particular input signal and output response, and for 

comparing different processes at the same times.  Those ratio scale measures were critical to 

the present results as well as those of our previous study (Lappin et al., 2016).  Both studies 

found that increases in the attended set size had constant divisive effects on detection rates — 

effects that were constant over time and for different target signals and response tasks.   

Third, differences in perceptual process rates do not imply differences in process latency or 

duration.  Set sizes 2, 4, and 6 had substantial divisive effects on detection rates, but those 

effects were essentially constant over time, without shifting the temporal locations of the 

minima and maxima of the detection hazard rate functions.  RTs would not reveal this time-

invariant influence of the attentional field.   
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 Continuous information flow:  The conception of RTs as sums of sequential process times is 

intuitively plausible and once was widely accepted (e.g., Donders, 1868/1969; Sternberg, 1966, 

1969).  Townsend and colleagues (e.g., Townsend & Ashby, 1983; Townsend, 1971, 1972, 

1990b; Townsend & Wenger, 2004a) have shown, however, that limited-capacity parallel 

processes and serial-process architectures can generally produce the same RT distributions.  

They have also shown that serial and parallel processes can be distinguished by survivor and 

hazard functions (see Little et al., 2017; Townsend & Wenger, 2004a). 

Hazard functions in the present study point to a type of parallel processing known as 

“continuous flow” (Eriksen & Schultz, 1979).  Eriksen and colleagues found both behavioral and 

physiological evidence that responses to a target stimulus can be concurrently influenced by 

information in the surrounding field (Coles, Gratton, Bashore, Eriksen & Donchin, 1985; Eriksen, 

Coles, Morris, O’Hara, 1985; Eriksen & Hoffman, 1973; B.A. Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Eriksen, 

1995; Eriksen & Schultz, 1979; Gratton, Coles, Sirevaag, Eriksen, & Donchin, 1988; St. James & 

Eriksen, 1991; Miller, Riehl, & Requin, 1992; Fournier, Eriksen & Bowd, 2000).  The surrounding 

visual information either facilitated or competed with a target response, depending on whether 

flanking stimuli were compatible or incompatible with the target.  McClelland’s (1979) “cascade 

model” provided converging theoretical support, with continuing information flow from earlier 

to later processes in temporally overlapping stages.   

Continuous information flow from multiple parallel processes was clearly exhibited by the 

results in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6.  Variations in set size, visual signals, and response task all 

exerted concurrent rather than sequential influence on the detection process.   

On the other hand, the results in Figures 4 and 5 do not exhibit the contingent process 

interactions posited by McClelland’s model.  Instead, at any given time, three task variables 

exerted mutually independent influence on target detections.  The process independence 

exhibited in Figure 4 replicates and extends analogous results of Lappin et al. (2016).   

 Complexity of the attentional field:  The number of objects in the attentional field was a 

major determinant of speed and accuracy in detecting a particular target event.  Quantifying 
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the information load of the attentional field, however, is a challenging fundamental problem.  

Both the present and preceding (Lappin et al., 2016) studies evaluated the attentional field in 

terms of its effects on detection rates.   

Detection rates in our previous (2016) study were inversely proportional to the number, n, of 

independently moving objects.  Here, however, linear trajectories were more predictable than 

those random motions.  Increased set sizes had smaller effects in the present study, but the 

effects were still substantial.    

What, exactly, was the relation between set size and detection rates?  For all 48 independent 

data points in Figure 4, with 12 different functions relating cumulative hazard values, B(t), to 

log2(n), the values of B(t) for set sizes n = {2, 4, 6} averaged 74%, 48%, and 32%, respectively, 

relative to set size 1.  (The average correlation between B(t) and log2(n) at the three times (600, 

700, and 800 ms) was R2(df =38) =  0.972.)  Much more research is necessary, however, to 

understand and quantify the visual workload imposed by variations in the attentional field.  

 Mathematical structure of the target detection process:  Quantitative characteristics of the 

target detection process were described in our previous study (Lappin et al., 2016) by a simple 

mathematical equation (with minor changes in notation): 

b’(t) = V(t) • A(n)–1 • C      (1) 

where b’(t) was the detection hazard rate in bits/s at response time t; 0 ≤ V(t) ≤ 1, was the 

linearly increasing proportion of time between the start and completion of visual motion 

integration (at about 400 and 900 ms, respectively); A(n) = n was the complexity of the 

attended background, proportional to set size, n; and C  25 bits/s was a constant parameter 

representing an inferred channel capacity.  Figure 6(e) shows data that were well described by 

Equation (1).  

The present results require several changes in this equation.  First, the temporal process 

denoted by the V(t) function was quite different from the linear motion integration found in our 

previous study.  Temporal profiles of the visual signal processes for Color and Direction displays 

changes are described by the adjusted b’(t) functions in Figures 6(a) and (b).  Both signal 
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functions in the present study were highly non-monotonic, distinctly different from the linear 

signal process found previously (Lappin et al., 2016), depicted in Figure 6(e).  As theoretical 

functions are not available, numerical approximations might be obtained by ad hoc curve-

fitting, but these would add little to the empirical results.  Thus, we use V(t, Signal), with Signal 

= {Color, Dir} to stand for the empirical temporal signal processes for the Color- and Direction-

changes described by the detection rate functions in Figure 6(a) and (b).  These functions 

describe the apparent opening and closing of a brief time window of roughly 250 ms for 

detecting most of the visual change signals.     

Second, Equation (1) must also be modified to accommodate the Selective response process.  

We can designate this response process by a function R(t, Task), where Task = {Simple, Select}, 

and R(t, Simple) = 1; and R(t, Select) is a time-varying function defined by the relative detection 

rates for the Simple and Select tasks:  R(t, Select) = b’(t, n, Signal, Select) / b’(t, n, Signal, 

Simple).  However, because the present computational procedures do not estimate the 

detection rate functions, b’(t), at the same points in time for the Simple and Select tasks, we 

can use the integrated detection rates to estimate the relative influence of the Selective 

response task.  Temporal integrals, ∫ 𝑅(𝑡′, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡) 𝑑𝑡′
𝑡

0
, are indicated by the relative cumulative 

values in Figure 5(b), where for t = {600, 700, 800, 900 ms}, ∫ 𝑅(𝑡′, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡) 𝑑𝑡′
𝑡

0
 = {0.24, 0.45, 

0.60, 0.72} — the obtained ratios B(t, Select) / B(t, Simple).    

Third, a significant modification of Equation (1) involves the attentional field complexity, A(n), 

based on the effects of set size.  Our previous finding that A(n) = n was a special case, as is now 

obvious from the present data.  The pre-target attentional field in the present study was 

obviously less complex than the number n of independent objects.  For set sizes 2, 4, and 6, the 

attentional field can be approximated by the relative values shown in Figures 5c and 5d.  

Recognizing that the relative performance for n = 1 vs n > 1 changes over time, we might 

estimate the set size effects by the relative values of cumulative hazard functions at times 600, 

700, and 800 ms in Figure 4, approximated by the obtained linear relation between B(t) and 

log(n).  The relative values of B(t) at these times provide estimates of A(n={2, 4, 6}) = {1.35, 
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2.09, and 3.08} relative to A(1).  These ad hoc descriptive values are not derived from theory, 

however, and have unknown generality.    

Fourth, the capacity parameter, C, appears to have had a slightly lower value here than the 

value of about 30 bits/s shown in Figure 6(e) for our previous study.  Here, the average maxima 

of the adjusted detection rate functions (adjusted to compensate for the set-size effects) shown 

in Figure 6(a) for the Simple Color task was 20.9 bits/s.  We can arbitrarily adopt that value as 

an estimate for the constant parameter C for the present data.  Quantifying the rate of a 

hypothesized channel capacity certainly requires further research, however. 

Thus, the abstract temporal structure of the obtained hazard rates is represented by the 

following equation, 

b'(t) = V(t, Signal) • R(t, Task) • A(n)–1 • C    (2) 

where b’(t) is the detection hazard rate at time t, in bits/s; V(t, Signal) specifies the rising and 

falling visual signal process, 0 ≤ V(t, Color) ≤ 1, V(t, Color) = 1 at the time where b’(t, Color) is 

maximum, and 0 ≤ V(t, Dir) < 1; R(t, Task=Simple) = 1 and R(t, Selective) is a time-varying 

function defined by the relative detection rates for the Simple and Select tasks; A–1(n)  {0.74, 

0.48, and 0.32} for n = {2, 4, 6}; and C  20.9 bits/s.  The two visual signal functions V(t, Color) 

and V(t, Dir), are specified empirically by the functions in Figures 6(a) and (c), and the response 

function R(t, Select) is also defined empirically by proportional detection rates in the Selective 

task relative to the Simple task, involving the relative values the functions in Figure 6(b) vs (a) 

and 6(d) vs (c).  Currently available evidence and theory are insufficient to specify these visual 

processes mathematically, so testing Equation (2) against numerical predictions is not yet 

appropriate.  Nevertheless, Equation (2) describes fundamental temporal characteristics of 

target detection found in this study. 

Specifically, Equation (2) states that the rate of target detection at any given time, t, is given by 

the numerical product of four mutually independent variables or parameters.  Two of these, 

V(t, Signal) and R(t, Task), vary with time, while the other two, A(n) and C, are constant over 

time.  The time-invariant divisive influence of the attentional field, A(n), is a primary feature of 

Equation (2).   
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The hypotheses expressed in Equation (2) were tested by the obtained cumulative hazard 

functions, B(t), for the 16 experimental conditions:  

B(t, n)  =  C • A(n)–1 ∫ 𝑉(𝑡′, 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙) • 𝑅(𝑡′, 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘) 𝑑𝑡′
𝑡

0
.   (3) 

The comparisons in Figure 4 of actual and estimated cumulative hazard functions, B(t), at three 

specific times constitute tests of the hypothesis given by Equation (3).  The hypothesis that 

effects of the attentional field complexity, A(n), are invariant with time as well as with the 

Signal and Task variables was tested by the hazard rates, b’(t), for three successive 100 ms 

intervals.  Results in Figure 5(c) and (d), Table 2, and (less clearly) Table 1 support Equations (2) 

and (3).  

Equations (1), (2), and (3) treat time as an external factor rather than a dependent performance 

measure.  RTs are randomly distributed, but they are treated here as input parameters, as 

times at which the system is observed.  A salient property of Equations (1), (2), and (3) is their 

time-invariance — where the output measure on the left side equals a product of the control 

parameters and variables on the right side regardless of the response time.  The present hazard 

functions and those of Lappin et al. (2016) support these time-invariant relationships.   

 Selective influence:  Empirical support for Equation (3) rests on the selective influence of 

independent variables.  Selective influence is a symmetry property, where the effects of one 

independent variable are invariant with changes in performance produced by other variables.  

Here, effects of the visual signal varied over time and differed for the Color vs Direction target 

signals, but the qualitative temporal structure of these signal-controlled detection rate 

functions — temporal locations of maxima and minima — were approximately invariant with 

performance changes due to set size and response task.  Similarly, effects of the response task 

also varied over time and were different for Simple vs Selective responses, but were also 

approximately invariant with the effects of the set size and target signals.  And the divisive 

effects of attentional set size depended only on set size, invariant with performance changes 

over time and over the effects of different visual signals and response tasks.  The selective 

influence of those control variables served to identify the component processes and functional 

relations described by Equations (2) and (3).  Factorial experiments are obviously necessary for 
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defining and testing test selective influence (Dzhafarov, 2014; Dzhafarov & Kujala, 2010, 2012; 

Jones & Dzhafarov, 2014; Little et al., 2017; Townsend, 1984). 

Less obviously, selective influence depends on the dependent measure.  Selective influence was 

exhibited in these results by symmetries of hazard functions, not by symmetries of relative RTs 

(see Supplementary Material).  Indeed, selective influence on hazard functions usually 

precludes selective influence on RTs, and conversely.  The functional relations described by 

Equations (2) and (3) involve parallel processes with concurrent and independent influence on 

the detection rates at the same times across conditions.  Such symmetrical relations among 

hazard functions in factorial experiments are associated with parallel processes, while such 

symmetries among the RTs are associated with serial influence on process rates (see 

Supplementary Material).  

 Conclusions:  Conscious perceptual awareness seems to operate at rates governed by a 

limiting channel capacity.  By measuring hazard functions for factorial combinations of 

attentional set size, sensory target signals, and response task, this study found that:  (1) Hazard 

rates measure the temporal process of visual target detection.  (2) The influence of the 

attentional field size was approximately constant over time and independent of the effects of 

the visual target signals and response tasks in this experiment.  The set size of the attentional 

field modified the rates of sensory and decision processes but not the temporal influence 

functions for these processes.  (3) Hazard functions revealed lawful symmetries that were not 

described by RT measures of process durations.  

Supplementary Material 

 Computations for testing the temporal constancy of proportional hazard functions for Set Sizes 2, 4, 

& 6:  Computations of RMS deviations in Table 1 involved nine data points — Set Sizes 2, 4, 6 x three 

100-ms time intervals beginning at 600, 700, & 800 ms — for each of the five participants in each of four 

target detection conditions.  Let these nine hazard rates be b’i(tj) with i = {2, 4, 6} and j = {600, 700, 800}.  

The average hazard rate for each time interval is then b’(tj) = i b’i(tj)/3, and the average relative hazard 

rate for Set Size i, relative to the average of the three sizes, is b’i = [j [b’i(tj)/b’(tj)]]/3.  We used the same 

relative set size parameter values, b’i, for all five participants, based on the average for the five 
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participants.  (These common set size parameters often yielded better fits to the obtained data than 

separate parameter estimates for each participant — evidently due to unreliability of the set size 

parameter estimates for individual participants.)  Thus, the 45 data points (9 x 5 participants) in each of 

the four target detection conditions were compared with predicted values based on 17 parameters — 3 

time intervals x 5 participants + 2 relative set-size parameters.    

At each data point, the predicted hazard rate was converted to the number of survivors remaining 

undetected during that interval.  The probability of survival within a given 0.1 s interval, p, was obtained 

from the predicted hazard rate by the formula p = (0.5)(b’(t)/10).  If N survivors were not yet detected at 

the start of a given interval, then Np survivors were expected at the end of the interval.   

Differences between observed and predicted numbers of survivors at each data point were evaluated 

relative to the standard deviation of the binomial distribution, b =  [Np(1-p)].  Thus, where O and P are 

the observed and predicted survivors, (O – P)/b is a standardized measure of deviation between the 

observed and predicted response frequencies.  A measure of total deviation between the observed and 

predicted values is RMS =  [ij [(Oij – Pij)2/(Nij pij (1 – pij))]/df].  RMS values for each participant were 

computed by dividing the sums of squared deviations by df = 5.6, and by df = 28 for the total sums of 

squares for all five participants in each target detection condition.  These RMS deviations approximate 

square roots of averaged squared z-scores, and statistical significance was evaluated by the normal 

distribution.  

 Table 2:  Computations of RMS deviations in Table 2 were similar to those in Table 1, but in this case 

were based on nine hazard rates (3 set sizes X 3 time intervals) for each of the four conditions, not on 

the data for each individual participant.  The pair-wise deviations were based on two sets of nine data 

points for the pair of conditions, with the same relative hazard rates parameters for both conditions, 

based on the average values for the two conditions.  Thus, predicted hazard rates and hit rates for the 

pair of conditions were based on eight parameters (2 conditions x 3 time intervals + 2 relative hazard 

rates), with df = 10; and predictions for the individual conditions were based on five parameters (3 time 

intervals + 2 relative hazard rates), with df = 4.   

 Comparing RTs and hazard functions:  Three principal results described by hazard functions were 

reexamined with RTs: (a) mutually invariant effects of the independent task variables, (b) momentary 

rise and fall of detection rates, and (c) temporally constant set size effects.  These comparative results 
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show that the temporal processes of target detection were not well described by RTs.  The simple 

effects of set size found here and by Lappin et al. (2016) were not revealed by RT distributions. 

First, the results described by hazard functions in Figure 4 were also described by the average (over five 

participants) median RTs in each of the 16 experimental conditions.  (The medians are unaffected by 

missed detections.)  These RTs were compared with the values estimated by adding the effects of three 

independent factors — Color vs Direction signals, Simple vs Selective responses, and set size.  The 

obtained and estimated values are shown in Figure A1.  The RT-based estimates of independent effects 

accounted for R2(df = 12) = 93.1% of the variance in the observed RTs .  In contrast, corresponding 

estimates for hazard functions accounted for R2 = 97.7, 98.1, and 95.8 percent of variance at three 

successive times (average R2 = 97.2), as shown in Figure 4.  Thus, the percentage of variance not 

accounted for by independent RT effects was more than twice that for the B(t) measures.  The RT data in 

Figure A1 also exhibit one cross-over interaction not seen in the hazard functions in Figure 4.  Similar 

analyses for the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the cumulative RT distribution function (combined 

from all five participants) yielded R2 values of 96.3, 93.9 and 87.6 percent of the variance in RTs.  Thus, 

the RT results also suggested that the three experimental variables had roughly additive effects, but 

these effects were less consistent than corresponding effects measured by hazard functions.  

INSERT FIGURE A1 ABOUT HERE 

     Figure A1. Estimated and Actual average RTs. Actual data, marked by solid lines, are average Median RTs 
(including undetected targets) for the five participants in each condition. Estimated values, shown by open 
symbols and dashed lines, are based on the independent additive effects of the three independent variables 
— Color vs Direction signals, Simple vs Selective responses, and set size. Estimated set size effects are based 
on the linear regression of RT vs Set Size (r = 0.991). (For log set size, r = 0.973.) 

Two additional analyses examined the temporal functions of momentary detection rates based on 

temporal densities of RT response frequencies.  The hazard rate measures, b’(t)  B(t)/t, in Figure 3 

were estimated by ratios of differences in B(t) relative to differences in RTs for 20% differences in the 

survival function.  Comparable measures of RT probability densities may be quantified in “fifths per 

second” (FPS), where FPS(t) = 1/t, and where t is the difference in RTs for a 20% reduction in S(t).  The 

FPS(t) and b’(t) measures have the same values of RT in the denominator; but the numerator of FPS(t) is 

simply 1.0, while the b’(t) numerator is a difference between the two B(t) values.  Figure A2 gives a 

graphical comparison of the FPS(t) and b’(t) functions, scaled relative to the maximum for Set Size 1 at 

successive 5-percentile points on the RT distributions for Simple responses to Color signals.  Both 

measures yield rising and falling detection rates, but the shapes and relative values of the four Set Size 
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functions differ.  Notably, the FPS(t) functions yield little effect of Set Size at longer RTs, in contrast to 

the systematic and roughly time-invariant effects revealed by the hazard rate functions.  

INSERT FIGURE A2 ABOUT HERE 

 Figure A2.  Temporal processes described by (a) response frequency densities and (b) hazard rates.  These 
functions describe the same set of data, for Simple responses to Color signals. 

Figure A2 suggests that FPS(t) detection-rate measures would not show temporally invariant effects of 

set sizes.  Indeed, that was the case.  Relative values of FPS(t) for Set Sizes 2, 4, and 6 were computed for 

the 600-700, 700-800, and 800-900 ms intervals at each of the four signal x response conditions, to 

compare with the results shown in Figure 5d for the b’(t) measures.  Most of the FPS(t) values were not 

much different from the average for the three set sizes, and the relative values were not consistent over 

the three time-intervals.  Averaged over the four signal x response conditions and over the three 

intervals, the relative values for Set Sizes 2, 4, and 6 respectively were 1.03, 1.02, and 0.95.  The 

important result seen in Figure 5d and Tables 1 and 2 disappeared when described by the RT density 

function FPS(t). 

An analogy may illustrate why measures of hazard functions and measures of RTs provide different 

function pictures of temporal processes.  Imagine that two runners, say F who is faster and S who runs 

at half the speed, both complete a 20-mile course in which the first 10 miles are easy but the next 10 

miles have hills and obstacles that allow only half the speed.  Suppose that F runs 10 mph for the first 

half of the course and 5 mph for the second half, while S runs the first half at 5 mph and the second half 

at 2.5 mph.  Analogous to RTs, the runners’ relative times at various distances ( time/ distance) 

measure their relative running speeds:  F finishes in 3 hours and S in 6 hours, and the same 1/2 ratio 

holds at each distance.  And in this case, their relative speeds (relative distances at given times) are not 

invariant over time:  At 1, 2, and 3 hours, F runs 10, 15, and 20 miles, while S runs 5, 10, and 12.5 miles 

— yielding performance ratios of 2, 1.5, and 1.6 in relative distance. 

Symmetry of the measurement structure reverses, however, when changes in the runners’ speeds 

depend on time rather than distance — e.g., if speeds after the first hour are reduced by changes in 

weather or visibility.  The runners’ relative speeds are then measured by their distances at given times:  

At hours 1, 2, and 3, if F completes 10, 15, and 20 miles, then S completes 5, 7.5, and 10 miles at those 

times — a constant  2/1 ratio in relative distance.  Running times as a function of distance, however, the 
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analogs of RTs, are not invariant with distance:  At miles 10, 15, and 20, F’s times are 1, 2, and 3 hours, 

while S’s times at those distances are 3, 5, and 7 hours — ratios of 0.33, 0.4, and 0.43 in relative times.   

Effects of set size in the present study and in Lappin et al. (2016) were analogous to the latter case:  

Process rates (B(t)/t) varied with time rather than with progress in detection probability.  The 

symmetrical structure of the present results was measured by cumulative hazard functions rather than 

by the relative RTs as functions of detection probability.  The rationale for measuring RTs vs hazard 

functions is empirically testable — by the obtained hazard rate functions.  

 Random sampling models for serial visual search:  Simple urn random sampling models serve to 

describe the qualitative temporal characteristics of serial visual search processes.  Consider first the 

characteristics of random sampling without replacement.  Suppose that an urn contains n balls, one of 

which is red and the remaining n-1 are black.  Suppose that (a) one ball is taken from the urn at each 

unit interval in time, where the parameter t counts the number of samples, (b) that the black balls are 

not replaced after removal from the urn, and (c) that this ball-removal process continues until the red 

ball is found, stopping at time t when the red ball is removed from the urn.  Let S(t) be probability that 

the red target ball is not found within a series of t samples.  Thus, S(t) is given by 

   S(t)  =  [(n-1)/n] x [(n-2)/(n-1)] x . . . x [(n-t)/(n-t+1)] 

      =  (n – t) / n. 

Successive samples then reduce the survival function by the probability of target detection in the next 

sample, f(t, t+1), by 

    f(t, t+1)  =  S(t) – S(t + 1)  =  [(n–t)/n] – [(n–t–1)/n] 

       =  1 / n. 

The hazard function, h’(t)  =  f(t, t+1) / S(t), is then given by 

     h’(t)  =  (1 / n) / [(n – t) / n] 

          h’(t)  =  1 / (n – t)        (A1) 

Thus, the hazard rate for random sampling without replacement increases montonically with time t and 

decreases montonically with set size n.   

Now consider the temporal process of random sampling with replacement.  As before, the model urn 

contains n–1 black balls and one red ball; and the task again involves removing balls at a rate of 1 per 

time unit, stopping the process as soon as the red target ball is removed.  In this task, however, each 
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randomly selected black ball is replaced in the urn immediately after it has been removed.  The survival 

function is then 

             S(t)  =  [(n–1) / n] t, 

and the detection probability for the next sample after t, f(t, t+1) = S(t) – S(t+1), is  

f(t, t+1)  =   [(n–1)/n] t – [(n–1)/n](t+1)  =  [(n–1)/n]t [1 – (n–1)/n] , 

and then the hazard function, h’(t) = f(t, t+1) / S(t), is simply 

             h’(t)  =  [((n–1)/n)t – ((n–1)/n)(t+1)] / ((n–1)/n)t   

                         =  1 – (n – 1) / n 

  h’(t)  =  1 / n       (A2) 

Thus, random sampling with replacement yields temporally constant hazard rates, qualitatively 

resembling the time-invariant influence of set size in the present study.      

The durations of the serial selection processes described by Equations (A1) and (A2) both increase with 

set size n.  Whether or not the set size effects in this study might have involved a serial selection process 

analogous to that described by equation A2, such a serial process cannot account for the temporal 

structure of the detection rate functions — the temporal locations of maxima and minima — found in 

this study, which were essentially unaffected by set size. 
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 Figure 1.  A one-frame example of the moving visual displays.  The depicted scene represented a 
“naval air warfare” scenario, in which the moving icons symbolized planes posing potential “threats” to a 
stationary ship-like icon in the center.  During continuous 6-min observation periods, the display 
contained either 1, 2, 4, or 6 moving objects, with that number constant throughout the observation 
period.  These moving objects entered the circular display area from a randomly chosen one of 12 clock-
face positions around the periphery of the circular display area.  They proceeded at a constant velocity 
(1.3 deg/s) toward one of six alternative destinations at clock-face positions, three to each side of the 
starting position of the flight path, ±30°, 45°, or 60° from the tangent at the start position.  (E.g., if the 
start position was at 12 o’clock, then the potential destinations were at 10, 9, 8, 2, 3, and 4 o’clock, with 
equal probability.)  The object disappeared when it reached its destination, and was immediately replaced 
by another object appearing with equal likelihood at one of the other 11 start positions.  Two 
simultaneously visible objects never had the same flight path.  Perception of motion direction was aided 
by the orientation of a short line attached to each object to specify its direction of motion.  Three equally 
likely object colors were green, red, and white, representing respectively friend, foe, and unknown.  The 
objects also had one of two equally likely sizes (0.66 or 1.07 deg2).  In pilot studies, with different 
participants, the larger size symbolized lower altitude, but the size was meaningless and irrelevant to the 
task in the present study. 
 

20.6 cm, 27° 
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 Figure 2.  Cumulative hazard functions for each participant in each condition.  The slopes of these 
functions estimate the hazard rates (bits/s), which measure the rates of information processing at given 
times.  The plus symbols in each graph are values for each of the five participants, and the lines connect 
the means.  Low values of B(t) = 0.25 and 0.50 bits designate hit rates of 15.9% and 29.3%; B(t) = 1.0 
designates the median RT (based on all target presentations, including both hits and misses); and each 
unit increase in B(t) reduces the proportion of undetected survivors by one half — yielding hit rates of 75, 
86.7, 93.75, 96.9, and 98.4% for B(t) = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 bits respectively.  
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 Figure 3.  Detection rate functions for each of the 16 conditions.  These functions were computed 
from a single distribution of the pooled responses of all five participants, treating the combined RT 
distributions as if for a single person.  15 data points in each function were computed for running 20% 
intervals at successive 5% points in the S(t) survival functions — at 95-75%, 90-70%, . . . 25-5%.  
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 Figure 4.   Target detection progress at three points in time, as a function of attentional set size for 
two visual signals and two decision tasks.  The ‘Actual’ values connected by solid lines are averages for 
five observers.  The ‘Predicted’ values for set sizes n = 2, 4, & 6, connected by dashed lines, are the 
products of three independent factors plus the total mean at each time — for the effects of set size, Color 
vs Direction signals, and Simple vs Selective responses.  The estimated set size effects were based on the 
slope of a linear correlation with log(n) that was the same at each of these times and predicted the relative 
set size effects for all 36 points.  The effects of the Color vs Direction signals and the Simple vs Selective 
responses, however, changed over time and were estimated independently at each of the three times.  
With a logarithmic scale of the vertical axis, the functions for predicted set size effects are not linear, but 
the 12 functions for set size are all parallel and the four functions are equally spaced at each time.   
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 Figure 5:  Relative hazard functions for main effects in Figure 4.  Panels (a) and (b) show the relative 
main effects for Color vs Direction targets and Simple vs Selective responses as functions of time.  Each 
cumulative hazard value, B(t), was averaged over the other variables and that average B(t) value was then 
scaled relative to the average for the two conditions in each panel.  The relative values at each time sum 
to 2.0.  Panel (c) shows the relative main effects for Set Size, scaled relative to the average for set sizes 2, 
4, & 6.  The relative values for Set Sizes 2, 4, & 6 at each response time sum to 3.0.  Panel (d) shows the 
average relative detection rates for successive 100 ms intervals — b’n(t)/Ave[b’n(t)], where n = {2, 4, 6}, 
and b’(t) = [B(t+0.1s) – B(t)]/0.1.  These relative detection rates were computed individually for each 
participant in each condition, prior to computing the averages in panel (d).  Error bars are ±1.0 S.E.M, 
based on 20 independent values for each data point.  The detection rates at these three successive time 
intervals were independent, unlike the cumulative values in panels (a), (b), and (c).  
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 Figure 6.  Detection hazard rates adjusted to compensate for the divisive effect of the attentional 
field.  This adjustment increases visibility of the similar shapes of the hazard rate functions for different 
set sizes and clarifies the effect of the target signals on the shapes of the detection rate functions.  The 
graphs in panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond to the data in Figure 3, but here the detection rates for 
set sizes 2, 4, and 6 in each graph have been multiplied by 1.35, 2.09, and 3.08, respectively.  (These factors 
were computed from the linear correlation between B(t) and log2(Set Size) that approximated the relative 
set-size effects among the 48 data points in Figure 4.)  The data in panel (e) were replotted from the 
results of Lappin, Morse, & Seiffert (2016), resembling Figure 3B of that study, in which detection rates 
were found to be inversely proportional to set size.  (Similar to the functions in the other four panels, this 
replotted graph specifies adjusted detection rates for overlapping 20% windows at successive 5% intervals 
of the survivor function, for S(t) = 90% – 10%.) 
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 Figure 7.  Average percentages of missed target detections.  Response times greater than 3s were 
counted as misses, but such slow responses were rare.  The error bars specify ± 1 standard deviation of 
the binomial distribution, based on the total trials for all five participants, ranging from 506-925 trials in 
the Simple response condition and 287-549 trials in the Selective condition. 
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 Figure A1. Comparison of actual and estimated average RTs.  The Actual data, marked by solid lines 

and filled symbols, are the average Median RTs (including those for undetected targets, as if RT = ), 
averaged over the five participants in each condition.  Estimated values, shown by open symbols and 
dashed lines, are based on the independent additive effects of the three independent variables — Color 
vs Direction signals, Simple vs Selective responses, and set size.  The Estimated Set Size effects are based 
on the linear regression of RT vs Set Size.  (The marginal average RTs correlated with Set Size, r = 0.991.  
The correlation with log Set Size was lower, r = 0.973.) 
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 Figure A2.  Temporal processes described by (a) temporal densities of relative response frequencies 
and (b) hazard rates.  These temporal functions describe the same set of data, for Simple responses to 
Color signals.  
 


